FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Soul Community Planet Announces Its Latest Concept: SCP Commons
New Creative Coworking Venture Co-located within SCP Colorado Springs;
Monthly Memberships Available with Introductory Offer
San Clemente, Calif., March 27, 2019 – Soul Community Planet (SCP) today unveiled SCP
Commons, the second holistic hospitality concept to debut from the company. Co-located
within SCP Colorado Springs, the 2,300 square-foot SCP Commons provides all of the necessary
infrastructure freelancers, solopreneurs and digital nomads need to collaborate and be highly
productive. SCP Commons offers a generously-sized communal workspace, private conference
room, along with 24/7 access to the state-of-the-art SCP Fit fitness center, outdoor pool and
other amenities and discounts.
“The vision of Soul Community Planet is to make the world a better place by serving those who
value personal wellness, social good and the environment. SCP Commons supports our vision
by providing mobile professionals and entrepreneurs with a welcoming, eco-friendly place to
work,” said Soul Community Planet Co-Founder and CEO Ken Cruse. “The appeal of SCP
Commons is enhanced by its co-location with the SCP Hotel and SCP Fit, giving members access
to world-class amenities, healthy, vegan-forward food choices, and top-notch fitness.”
According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 40% of the US workforce will be freelance by the
year 2020. This, along with a growing demand for the mobile workforce to find social,
collaborative environments to work, has been driving the demand for new creative coworking
spaces.
SCP Commons Offers Introductory Memberships
SCP Commons offers two levels of membership with a special introductory rate starting at $75
per month for the first 50 individuals signing up.
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Members receive a floating desk in the SCP Commons, high-speed Internet access, printer and
other office supplies, storage locker during the day, and one, half-day use of the conference
room each month. Members also have 24/7 use of the 5,000-square-foot SCP Fit fitness center
and outdoor pool, as well as discounts on fitness classes, rooms and food and beverage. For an
additional fee, members can upgrade to a premium tier membership and receive a permanent
locker, custom mail address and other amenities and discounts.
SCP Commons members also can enjoy craft beer and gourmet coffee, organic food, and
artwork by local artists displayed throughout the property.
Use of the SCP Commons is free for hotel guests and individuals can drop in and use the space
for $10 / per day.
Membership is month-to-month. To learn more about SCP Commons and available
memberships, click here, email us at commons@scphotel.com or call 719-430-5400.
About Soul Community Planet
San Clemente, Calif.-based Soul Community Planet was born out of a vision to provide holistic
hospitality for people desiring to make positive choices for themselves and for the planet. SCP
Commons is the second concept to be unveiled. SCP Hotel Colorado Springs launched in 2018.
Soul Community Planet donates five percent of its profits to charitable causes that support its
core values. For more information, go to www.SoulCommunityPlanet.com.
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